For Britain is a democratic pro-British party that seeks to restore power to the citizen and ensure that Britain stands as an independent and sovereign nation-state.

For Britain is defined not by what we are against, but what we are for: Britain.

We sit neither on the left nor the right, but believe strongly that policies based upon common sense and natural justice will appeal to the vast majority of voters, and will restore truth and sanity to a nation currently governed by an out-of-touch elite and complicit media.

Our policies are simple but tough and they put the people of Britain first.

Only some of our proposals appear in this booklet, you can find much more at our website. Alternatively, contact us at the details below:

Phone: 0330 001 0211

Email: enquiries@forbritain.uk

Read more about our policies: www.forbritain.uk/policy

Join us: www.forbritain.uk/join

Donate: www.forbritain.uk/donate

/TheForBritainMovement
PoliticalParty
@ForBritainParty
/c/ForBritainParty

Common sense politics.
For more info visit: www.forbritain.uk
Brexit

For Britain will:

• Withdraw from the European Union without further delay
• Ensure that there are no further payments to the European Union following withdrawal in 2019
• Ensure that full UK border control is restored in 2019
• Ensure the UK is free to trade on the UK’s terms across the world
• Work with fellow Europeans to bring about the end of the European Union

Immigration

For Britain will:

• Freeze immigration to the UK for a period of 5 years (this will not affect travel for business or leisure and temporary work visas may be issued during this time if in the interests of the economy)
• Ensure that the need for foreign workers is reduced in the near future by investing in effective training for young Britons
• Introduce a points-based migration system at the end of these 5 years based upon need and in the interests of British citizens - those seeking to live in the United Kingdom will be of good character and economically self-sufficient, will respect British culture and make an effort to integrate, will obey UK laws and agree to adhere to the democratic order. Those who will not integrate, or who will not respect British laws and norms, will not be permitted to live in the UK and will not be granted British citizenship
• Deport those found to be living in the United Kingdom unlawfully or involved in violent crime (exceptions may be made on humanitarian grounds)
• Triple the size of the UK border force to ensure that immigration laws are applied
UK Constitution/Public Sector Accountability

*For Britain will:*

- Scrap the Human Rights Act
- Replace the Human Rights Act with a new Constitution of the United Kingdom
- A UK Constitution will protect freedom of speech and other fundamental rights against interference or abolition by Parliament
- Institute a UK Constitutional Court to rule upon Constitutional matters
- Replace the Human Rights Act with a Public Sector Accountability Act that will allow ordinary British citizens to hold the powerful to account when they fail in their duty to protect the people of the United Kingdom from harm

Government/Local Government

*For Britain will:*

- Abandon the first past the post electoral system for the UK Parliament in Westminster, as well as local councils, in favour of proportional representation
- Reform the House of Lords and ensure it is smaller and less expensive
- Introduce an appointments criteria for the House of Lords and ensure that those appointed are able to show achievement and contribution to business, politics, charity or other relevant areas
- Bring an end to electoral fraud
- Keep council tax as low as possible; either not to be increased or to be reduced via the targeting of waste
- Ensure local government executives are accountable to the public via a new Public Sector Accountability Act
Welfare

For Britain will:

- Ensure that welfare benefits are paid only to British citizens or those who have lived legally and worked (paid taxes) in the United Kingdom for a minimum period of 5 years
- Incentivise employers to provide work experience or apprenticeship schemes to those on long-term unemployment
- Incentivise employers to provide work experience or apprenticeship schemes to those with mental disabilities who are actively seeking and perfectly capable of working
- Introduce transitional help for those whose pension age has been extended without sufficient warning
- Facilitate a full public inquiry into government spending on in-work benefits and what can be done to reduce this bill in the future

NHS

For Britain will:

- Audit the NHS; the British public deserves to know where NHS money is being spent and who is profiting from it
- Bar Members of Parliament from profiting from the NHS
- End the privatisation of the NHS and introduce reversals where possible
- Incentivise NHS senior management to target waste
- End health tourism; all visitors and migrants to Britain will have valid health insurance
- Scrap car-parking charges
Foreign Affairs

For Britain will:

- End foreign aid. No further funds should be provided to nations that are embroiled in war, corruption, and religious extremism; the UK is a compassionate country which takes its obligations seriously and as such, will continue to provide assistance at times of emergency
- Recognise Jerusalem as the capital city of Israel
- Recognise and confront the anti-Western bias of the United Nations and demand this be brought to an end
- Offer all assistance, including asylum, to white farmers fleeing racist hate and oppression in South Africa
- Stand with the United States and reaffirm our commitment to its European values and freedoms

Defence

For Britain will:

- Raise defence spending to 3% of GDP
- Ensure that UK troops do not go to war unless it is in the interests of the British people and our way of life, or if obliged to do so via NATO commitments
- Scrap income tax for all personnel on operational duty overseas in recognition of their service
- Create a dedicated Minister for Veterans to head a Veterans Administration, coordinating all services
- Ensure enough hostels for homeless veterans are available to take all ex-forces personnel off the streets. Guarantee a job offer in the police, prison service or border force for those with suitable service records.
- Ensure the legal system can no longer pursue veterans for alleged crimes committed decades ago.
Law and order

*For Britain will:*

- Remove the police from political control by policing and crime commissioners, mayors and devolved assemblies
- Reverse the outsourcing of policing roles such as control rooms, custody facilities and the forensic science service
- Increase police numbers to at least to 2010 levels, improve pay and restore the status of the office of constable
- Ensure the prosecution of all criminal offences including bigamy, female genital mutilation, sexual abuse of minors and domestic violence shall be enforced without excuse or mitigation based upon religion or culture
- Establish a special criminal court to try terrorism cases. This court will be more inquisitorial in nature than the UK’s traditional adversarial criminal courts system, and prioritise ascertaining the facts and protecting the public over traditional procedural shields for the defence

Education

*For Britain will:*

- End the funding of transgender advocacy groups and hold a public inquiry into their teachings in schools
- Ensure that respect for British culture and values is taught to children in schools, and that children feel part of a cohesive and united Britain that is respectful of its history and teaches children of great British achievements in the world
- Aim to build one grammar school in every town in the UK
- Oblige local government to prioritise the provision of decent schools in their area
- End ‘pointless degree’ culture by providing funding for the study of STEM subjects
- Ensure that universities allow a variety of viewpoints to be debated and employ teaching staff from a variety of backgrounds and views
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**Energy**

*For Britain will:*

- End all green taxes and subsidies
- Invest in thorium and fusion research
- Conduct research into fracking and ensure that any benefits are weighed against costs and the preservation and protection of the British countryside
- Develop nuclear power stations on brownfield sites
- Invest in new scientific research and development in energy production and alternative forms of energy

**Animal Welfare**

*For Britain will:*

- End all unstunned slaughter without exception; religious slaughter will become a criminal offence
- End testing on animals for cosmetics or commercial products, review medical research
- Ban the live export of animals from the UK
- Ban those found guilty of animal cruelty, abuse, or neglect from animal ownership for life
- Ban the use of animals in circuses or other forms of ‘entertainment’ during which the animal is subjected to pain or suffering
Housing

**For Britain will:**

- Legislate so that local people are prioritised in the provision of social housing
- Allow local people to vote in referenda regarding the construction of major developments (either housing or commercial) in their area
- Ensure that the British countryside is protected from over-development by obliging local government to build upon brown sites first
- Incentivise local government and allow greater financial freedom to facilitate the funding of local housing construction
- Ensure that areas in which housing construction is to take place have the capacity to provide the required infrastructure for expansion

Economy

**For Britain will:**

- Reduce the national debt as a priority
- Replace Income Tax and National Insurance with a flat rate of 25% above the personal allowance
- Remove those on minimum wage from Income Tax and National Insurance and harmonise the minimum wage and personal allowance
- Scrap the TV licence
- Separate investment and retail banking
- Abolish inheritance tax
- Cancel HS2
Islam

For Britain will:

- Criminalise the use of sharia tribunals and alter arbitration and charity laws to outlaw these
- Ensure that Islamic marriages are registered with the state (similar to other religions)
- Ban the burqa as a security threat
- Close all mosques found to be engaging in child marriage or other criminal activity
- Deport non-British members of ‘grooming gangs’ and apply heavy penalties of at least 20 years imprisonment for others
- Support ex-Muslims and ensure that people are free to leave Islam without penalty; those who threaten ex-Muslim ‘apostates’ should be prosecuted and deported if appropriate
- Hold a public inquiry into Islamic doctrine
We want to hear from you.

☑️ Yes, I want to join ‘For Britain’
☑️ Yes, I’d like more information

first name:

surname:

email:

phone:          mobile:

address:

postcode:

Please complete and return this form to:

Leaflet Returns,
For Britain Movement,
Fairfax House,
6a Mill Field Rd,
Cottingley Business Park,
Bradford, UK,
BD16 1PY

Tel: 0330 001 0211
Email: enquiries@forbritain.uk

Common sense politics.
For more info visit: www.forbritain.uk
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Common sense politics, for the forgotten majority.
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